Add Esteban to the other Leader cards. Esteban allows the player who has him, to, once per game, “freeze” the passing of Age cards to the next player.

Before all players put their card in play, the player who has Esteban can announce the “freezing” of passing Age cards to the next player. Each player performs their action as planned, then, without changing hand, each player chooses and plays another card from that same hand. The game then resumes normally, with hands being passed as normal.

NOTE:

• To show that Esteban’s ability was used, the player can turn Esteban’s card 90°
• The player is under no obligation to ever use Esteban’s ability (but it’d be a pity to pass it up!)
• The Courtesan’s Guild has no effect on Esteban, who cannot be "copied" due to his young age.